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A site visit was conducted at the Arvin-Edison Water Storage District (AEWSD) on August 13, 
2003.  The purpose of the site visit was to oversee the underground pipe locating 
demonstration/presentation arranged by the Irrigation Training and Research Center (ITRC) and 
funded by the USBR Mid-Pacific Region.    The presentation was coordinated with the help of 
Greg Kunzmann and Chris Krauter from the AEWSD.  In all, approximately 22 people attended 
the demonstration.   This report includes photographs of the demonstration. 
Contact Information 
Arvin-Edison Water Storage District - 20401 Bear Mountain Blvd., Arvin, CA  93203. 
Stan Dubois, Radiodetection/Mala Sales Representative 
Instrument Technology Corporation 
Tel:  800.519.1998 
Fax:  800.967.8055 
email:  sales@instecorp.com 
Steve Gamblin, Metrotech Sales Representative 
California Utility Equipment 
Tel:  800.514.9503 
Fax:  909.673.1700 
email:  stevengamblin@sbcglobal.net 
Itinerary 
Aug. 13, 2003 Met with Steve Gamblin, Stan Dubois, and the district representatives at the 
AEWSD conference room.  Helped vendors set up their equipment for display 
and presentation.  Assisted with and took careful notes of the proceedings. 
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A presentation/demonstration of some of the latest underground pipe locating equipment was 
conducted on August 13, 2003 at the Arvin-Edison Water Storage District.  All the techniques 
shown were non-destructive pipe locating procedures that provide approximations to the depth 
and location of underground-buried pipe. 
3 types of technology were shown at the demonstration: 
1. Acoustic pipe locators 
2. Leak detectors 
3. Ground penetrating radar 
 
Each form of technology has its own merits and advantages.  Acoustic technology is effective in 
locating single, small diameter pipes with pressurized flow located within about 500-ft of the 
sound (sonde) units.  Leak detection technology is more accurate in locating leaks and pipelines 
than acoustic technology.  Leak detectors can also locate pipes at deeper depths than can acoustic 
detectors, but require water flowing through the pipe during instrument operation and are also 
more costly.  Ground penetrating radar is highly accurate in locating and approximating the 
depths of buried objects; this radar technology is also faster and requires less skill to operate and 
interpret readings than the other types of pipe location.  However, the effectiveness is dependent 
on soil types, depth of pipes, and soil salinity.  It is crucial to remember, though, that 
underground pipe locating technology is only a tool for finding approximate locations and depths 
of buried pipes, not exact positions.  For optimum pipe location, the site conditions must first be 
evaluated to determine the proper underground pipe locating instrument. 
 
Acoustic Pipe Locators 
Acoustic pipe location depends on the vibrations produced in the pipeline, regardless of the pipe 
material or the application.  Acoustic location requires a sound-producing attachment called the 
transmitter, which has to be hooked to the pipe by its valves, exposed ends, etc.   
Accuracy and effectiveness are affected by many factors in acoustic pipe locating technology.  
Problems with acoustic technology include: 
1. Bleed-over – occurred most frequently with metal pipe.  This problem can be overcome 
with additional locators and/or detector orientation with the ground.   
 
2. Distance – as the distance from the sound unit increases, the intensity of the signal 
decreases. 
 
3. Pipe material – plastic (PVC or PE) pipes conduct a weaker signal than concrete or steel 
pipes. 
 
4. Soil types – clay textured soils inhibit the clarity of the produced signal from the buried 
pipe. 
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Acoustic pipe locators are the least expensive units in terms of initial capital cost.  They require 
some operator skill, but are less sensitive to outside noise interference.  Under ideal conditions of 
low moisture sandy soils with low levels of salinity, a 6-in. diameter PVC pipe can be located at 
depths ranging from 2-ft to 3-ft.  Therefore, these locators are best suited for low moisture, low 
saline soils with small (less than 1-ft diameter) pipes when economics is a primary concern. 
 
These units are available from both Radiodetection and Metrotech.  California Utility 
Equipment, the Metrotech dealership, has models priced at about $1,400 as of August 2003 (See 
the Metrotech 800 Series and RSP3 Plastic Pipe Locator attachments and the Radiodetection 
RD500 attachment).   
 
Leak Detectors 
Leak detectors incorporate technology similar to the acoustic pipe locators.   Leak detectors 
specialize at locating pipeline leaks, but they can also locate just the pipes themselves.  The 
sensor units transmit a signal into the ground and vibrate throughout the pipe.  The headphone 
units detect the sound and vibrations coming from the pipe, and the greatest intensity shows the 
location of the buried pipeline. 
Leak detectors are much more sensitive, and therefore, are able to locate pipes at much greater 
depths than acoustic detectors.  For instance, under equal conditions of soil, weather, etc., an 
acoustic locator can reach depths around 2-ft to 3-ft, while a leak detector can reach depths of up 
to 6-ft.  The disadvantages of these units are that they require a greater degree of operator skill, 
are about twice as expensive, and are much more sensitive to outside noise interference, such as 
vehicular traffic and construction sites, than acoustic models.  Under the same ideal conditions 
for acoustic pipe locators, a 6-in. diameter PVC pipe can be located as deep as 6-ft.  Therefore, 
these units are best suited for applications when accuracy is a great concern, pipes are of large 
diameters (over 1-ft), buried depths are estimated to be up to 5-ft to 6-ft, and the users have the 
extra money to spend. 
These units are available from both Radiodetection and Metrotech.  California Utility 
Equipment, the Metrotech dealership, has models available from $1,550 to about $3,800, 
depending on the type of unit (August 2003).   (See SubSurface Leak Detection Model LD-12.) 
Ground Penetrating Radar 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) represents the latest in underground pipe locating technology.  
Once used exclusively by the military, ground penetrating radar has now reached the civilian 
market.  At AEWSD, the Easy Locator unit made by Mala GeoScience (see attachment) was 
displayed.  The unit, which resembled a lawnmower with LCD screen on the top of the handles, 
requires the operator to push the unit along the ground until a disturbance in the screen is 
observed.   
Ground penetrating radar units are found to be very effective, accurate, and quick and easy to 
implement.  However, the effectiveness is dependent on a number of factors such as: 
1. soil moisture - moist soils inhibit radar signals, while dry soils allow radar waves to easily 
reflect off of the buried object and be translated onto the LCD screen. 
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2. soil texture - radar signals penetrate the ground much more intensely in sandy soils and rock 
than in clay textured soils.   
3. soil salinity/minerals – saline soils and minerals, especially iron, inhibit radar waves and 
create poor images on the GPR screen. 
These units are easily set-up in the field and are simple to operate (low operator skill), thus 
saving time and money on labor.  In dry, sandy soils with low levels of salinity/minerals, a GPR 
can locate pipes at depths up to 3-ft to 6-ft.  The deepest depth recorded with a GPR unit of the 
displayed model was about 18-ft.  However, the capital cost of these units is the most inhibiting 
concern.  The cost of these units from Instrument Technology Corporation is slightly under 
$10,000.  Therefore, these units are best suited for applications where quick, accurate pipe 
surveys are required and capital cost is not a concern. 
The ground penetrating radar unit is available through Stan Dubois of Instrument Technology 
Corporation.   
Photographs 
Site photographs of acoustic pipe locators (Fig. 1), leak detectors (Fig. 2), and ground 
penetrating radar (Fig. 3) are attached and titled below. 
 
Fig. 1.  Acoustic Pipe Locator by Metrotech 
 
Fig. 2.  Leak Detector by Radiodetection 
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Fig. 3.  Ground Penetrating Radar Unit by Mala GeoScience 
 
Practical District Experience 
One of the attendees is currently involved with these new technologies.  He has met with various 
vendors, purchased equipment, and offered the following information: 
The attendee’s water district is currently using the Metrotech Model 
9800XT Pipe and Cable Locator. The district also purchased a 4" cable 
clamp, which is useful for locating underground conduits and direct-burial 
cable. The district’s purchasing decision was primarily influenced by the 
Metrotech unit’s ease of usage.  For example, with the Metrotech, the unit 
operator does not have to switch continually back and forth from the peak 
mode to the null coil mode as is required by similar products on the 
market.  The Metrotech is always in the null mode, so the operator gets a 
left/right audible signal and no signal when the operator is directly on top 
of what he or she is trying to locate. This saves a lot of time because the 
operator is not continually double-checking the unit for accuracy.  Another 
reason for this purchasing choice is the versatility of the entire unit.  Not 
only can the unit be used to locate power and metal valve box lids, but it 
can also be used to check for local radio wave interference all by clicking 
a knob on the unit’s receiver.  This simplicity of design eliminates the 
need for carrying or purchasing a lot of extra equipment.   
 
The attendee’s water district also has some leak detection equipment, 
specifically the Subsurface Leak Detection LD-12 from Radiodetection. 
The unit has good acoustics, and it is very easy to use. The unit’s operator 
does not have to look at and understand the bar graphs on the unit.  The 
unit merely requires that the frequency filters be set, and then the unit is 
ready for use. This unit comes with a magnet that can be placed directly 
on pipes and valve nuts.  It also has a probe that can be pressed into the 
ground, closer to the leak for better verification of the exact location of 
small leaks.  Leaks have been located up to 45 feet away from the 
surfacing point of the water.  This unit has already paid for itself in the 
way of alley and street repairs.  Without the unit, the district would still be 
tracking water leaks from the surface point to the actual leak; this is very 
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costly in both labor and material repairs such as concrete sidewalk and 
black top street repairs.  
 
DISCLAIMER: Reference to any specific process, product, or service by manufacturer, trade 
name, trademark, or otherwise does not necessarily imply endorsement or recommendation of 
use by either California Polytechnic State University, the Irrigation Training and Research 
Center, the USBR, or any other party mentioned in this document. No party makes any warranty, 
express or implied, and assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy or 




































































Metrotech - 800 Series
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Metrotech - RSP3 Plastic Pipe Locator
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SubSurface Leak Detection, Inc 
Model LD-12
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The RD500 is an effective solution for locating buried 
nonmetallic water pipes. It is simple to use and comprises of 
TransOnde transmitter and a hand held Receiver.  
 
The TransOnde is fitted to a fire hydrant or tap and an internal 
oscillator reacts to water flow. This applies a distinct pressure 
wave to the water in the pipe, which is detected by a seismic 
sensor in the Receiver.  
• Visual and audio response  
• Meter indicates peak response  
• Battery state indicated at switch on  
• On/off and sensitivity control  
• Headphone socket  
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MALA - Easy Locator
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